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In this issue we look forward to the exciting 2019 ACPME
Annual Conference, profile several members’ teams, explore
why you might want to consider taking on an apprentice, discuss
the value of building relationships between those who teach and
practice design, share print industry facts and figures and see
how a recent web-to-print day demonstrated that our members
really do fare better together.
Planning for Carden Park, Cheshire
is nearing completion. The theme is
‘Blueprints for Creativity’. We’ll focus
on being positive and seeking creative
opportunities. We’ve booked more
fantastic speakers to talk about the topics
you’ve asked for. We’ll discuss innovative
equipment and how to plan with ambition
and imagination. Whether you’re a
designer in a creative team,
a marketeer, a photographer

or a print manager – there’ll be energy
from the beginning to end.
As always, there’ll be a range of
leading industry professionals exhibiting
their latest products and of course time
to network.
The ACPME conference is your onestop-shop for continuing professional
development. You need to be there!

Paper kindly donated by Antalis
Many thanks to Les Jones and the HE team.
Cover: 300gsm Invercote Creato
Text: 130gsm Novatech Matt
www.antalis.co.uk

Design, editing, photography and
production management
www.creativescrum.co.uk

Printing and mailing – all in-house at the
University of Leicester, managed by Ian Hickman.
Text printed on B2 Shinohara litho press.

To join ACPME call Jennie on 01527 893675
or email admin@acpme.ac.uk

To advertise call Darren on 07872 417028
or email comms@acpme.ac.uk
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‘A VIRTUOUS CYCLE THAT BENEFITS EVERYONE’

INTERNSHIPS
Darren Lewis
ACPME Comms Officer, designer,
editor and production supervisor
of Pages magazine.
Previously Head of Design & Print
at the University of Reading.

Hundreds of students have helped solve the University of
Reading’s many design challenges for almost 50 years. I was
lucky enough to work on University projects while a Typography
& Graphic Communication undergraduate in the late 90s and
then to return to manage the University’s in-house print and
creative teams – nurturing the symbiotic relationship between
students and our busy studio. During my nine years, we
employed a handful of full and part-time interns from designers
to videographers. They boosted our productivity
and injected fresh energy. Internships supported the
University’s employment agenda and gave students a taste
of what it’s like to be an in-house designer.
I headed back to the Whiteknights campus to chat with
James Lloyd, Lecturer in Professional Design (and former Head
of Design & Brand Implementation) about the value of front-line
design experience to design education and the value of interns
to in-house creative teams.

Tell us a bit about ‘Real Jobs’.

Do your students engage

What does ‘real’ mean?

with practising designers?

For almost half a century,
the Department of Typography
& Graphic Communication has
given graphic design students
at Reading the chance to
experience the highs and lows
of researching, managing and
delivering a live project from
start to finish. We call it the
‘Real Jobs’ scheme because
the clients, the audience, the
finance and all the challenges
that extend from these variables
are completely real. Students are
confronted with real problems
and constraints. They experience
real fallout when things go wrong
and – at the end of it all – they
have real stories to tell at
job interviews.

We augment students’
professional education with a
huge range of opportunities to
meet and work with practicing
designers and other creatives.
Sometimes this means
professionals coming in to help
run taught projects (with firms
like IBM, the BBC and Oxford
University Press as regular
visitors), but often it’s closer to
home, through a long-standing
relationship with the University’s
central creative team.

Our most capable students
might take on five or six such
projects during their three year
course, exposing them to a broad
range of clients and different
approaches to meeting a brief.

of our students’ approach
and aspirations facilitates a
comfortable transition for our
graduates into professional life.

up with a full-time position at
CPS. It’s a virtuous cycle that
benefits everyone.

How do Typography students
learn from the University’s
Creative & Print Services team?

Through a range of month
long and annual internship
opportunities, hundreds of our
How do these jobs support
students have spent time working
your teaching agenda?
alongside full-time designers
The scheme remains the jewel
helping to solve the University’s
in the crown of our Professional
many design challenges – from
Practice agenda – delivering all
big rebrands through to detailed
kinds of design outcomes ranging forms or data graphics.
from small postcards to huge
As valuable as design
wall graphics, from Snapchat
education is, there really is no
geo filters to full websites and
substitute for being on the front
rebrands. Academic tutors on
line of a busy studio, working
these projects act as mentors
under pressure. We’re grateful
rather than Creative Directors,
letting the students explore their to the staff at Creative & Print
own ideas, but offering guidance Services (CPS) for enabling these
internships by giving up their
and sense checking on topics
beyond design, including process time and expertise.
management, client handling and Having an in-house team with
print production.
such a strong understanding

Students who work as interns
during their degree often end

 James Lloyd,
Lecturer in Professional
Design, engaging
with undergraduate
students.
 A couple of studentdesigned ‘Real Jobs’.
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HERE’S WHAT THE 2018 READING INTERNS SAID…
 Quick summary
of my approach to
interns with my old
design and print
management hat on
Note, these points may
not be the same at all
institituions.

One of the most valuable experiences
gained from my internship was being
placed in a fast-paced, professional
environment with tight turn-arounds.
Contacting clients by email and over
the phone, as well as working on as many
as 10 jobs at once, gave me a realistic
view and practice working in industry,
which is a stark contrast to working on
University coursework.

Laura Marshall

My experience included image research and
editing, copy-writing & text editing, and small
and large format innovative design. I can show
future employers that I have worked in a
professional, organised company with real
clients on both print and digital projects.

Tafadzwa Chipumha

Working for CPS, I was given the opportunity
to produce communications that delivered
professional and polished results in keeping
with the University’s objectives.

The internship took what I learnt in my studies
and applied it to real world situations, for
example getting documents ready for press.

I now feel a lot more confident preparing files
for press since my placement and learnt a
lot about handling different stakeholders’
requirements. It was a valuable experience
which has developed my skills as a designer.

Fenella Astley

The most valuable thing I took from my
internship in CPS was the experience of
dealing with clients. It’s something I feel much
more confident about now and a skill I can use
in potential post graduate employment.

During my internship at CPS, I worked with
a number of clients to produce a variety of
deliverables which have been invaluable for
my portfolio. It gave me an insight into the
world of in-house design – from designing
within templates to pushing the boundaries
of visual identity guidelines.

Matt Franklin

I have gained many pieces that I am
proud to show in my portfolio, such as
posters, leaflets and banners, with my
highlight being the University’s
‘Never OK’ campaign, which promotes
respect, tolerance and inclusivity for all.

 Geoff Wyeth,
Teaching Fellow in
Printing Technology,
working with
undergraduate design
students in the
letterpress workshop.

While you and I worked together

Do the University branding

What is the result of your focus

it was much easier to get interns

projects we set up together still

on professional skills?

signed-off than regular staffing

get taught with input from

requests. Does that still apply?

Marketing, Communications

I don’t know. I remember you
supporting me and arguing for
much-needed extra resource in
my Design Team until you were
blue in the face. Interns were
often the solution. While they
weren’t permanent, interns
were great for the University’s
employment agenda, relatively
cheap, keen, loved (and treated
softly) by colleagues across
campus. It was no wonder so
many interns stayed on as
designers in the team – once
our colleagues saw their
capability everyone wanted
them to join us.

and Engagement?

Our employability rate is regularly
well above 90% for our graduating
classes. Any graduate who wants
a job as a designer gets one,
and we have a median starting
salary that is ranked third in
the UK – £5,000 above the
sector average.

We still teach a project using
the University’s brand. It’s great
discipline and prepares students
for any work experience in CPS.
It’s a useful chance for both
parties to meet ahead of any
internships. We think of it as
a mini-interview where our
students have the opportunity
to make a real impression.

How might your Professional
Practice offering evolve?
We keep adding opportunities,
and this year began offering the
chance for students to take a
12-month work placement
between years two and three
of their course. As the industry
continues to evolve, we’ll
continue to find new ways

8 | ACPME PAGES

to make sure that Reading
graduates are known throughout
the industry as people who
can arrive in any workplace
with an unrivalled depth of
professional knowledge.
What would you say to any
ACPME creative team wanting
to offer studio internships?
I’d encourage them to go
and talk to the leaders of their
university’s design courses.
A strong relationship between
those who teach and practice
design at the same institution
can have all kinds of benefits.
Internships are just
one example 

ACPME PAGES | 9

A FEW ‘REAL JOBS’ –
INCLUDING DESIGN WORK
FOR THE UNIVERSITY

A strong relationship
between those who teach
and practice design at the
same institution can have
all kinds of benefits.
James Lloyd, Lecturer in
Professional Design
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CREATIVITY
For #ACPMEConf19 we’re heading to the glorious
venue of Carden Park in Cheshire.

between in-house teams in “Marketing – Friend
or Foe?”

The theme is ‘Blueprints for Creativity’.
There’s something for everyone from being
positive to seeking creative opportunities.

There’ll be a supplier showcase, with bite-size
presentations from our Platinum sponsors
sharing their latest innovations and technology.

Monday 2 June

Lee Johnstone will share the secret of the
University of Sheffield’s success in “How we
won Print Service of the Year 2018”.

This year’s keynote is Kate Hull Rodgers
from HumourUs. Kate will kick things off with
“People who have fun, get more done!”.
There’ll be interactive member discussion groups,
including:
• Pitching your in-house creative design service
• Web to Print
• Generating income streams and business cases
• Future innovations
Stephen McCann and Martin Parker will present
on “Adding photography to your creative suite”.
They’ll cover how their own services work, how
designers with an interest in photography might
add to their creative offering and generate
income, image banks, working alongside
stock image libraries, sharing
resources and how photoshoots
can open doors that to wider creative
work and better brand oversight.
Tuesday 3 June
Angela Truby, from Loughborough University,
will speak about nurturing relationships

Billy Dixon will talk about positivity and taking
care of mental health in“Stripping it Back –
Resilient Teams”.
We’ll learn, from Konica Minolta, how Augmented
Reality can enhance your visual communications
to stand from the crowd.
Of course there’ll be the 2019 ACPME Creative and
Print Awards – the highlight of the ACPME calendar.  
Wednesday 4 June
We’ll be running an ACPME Print Village
– Ian Wilcox will lead a hands-on large format
workshop where you can try all sorts of print
applications to get the most out of your equipment
and identify areas for new business.
As always, there’ll be a range of leading industry
professionals exhibiting their latest products and
of course time to network.

Book now: www.acpme.ac.uk

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2019
2–5 June 2019
Carden Park
Cheshire
#ACPMEConf19

JOIN US
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How is the training structured?
My contact at the BPIF comes
once every month or two
months. He gives me tasks to
research and assignments to
complete, then checks how I’m
getting on.
The course is meant to take
three years, but I’m studying in
my own time too and plan to fit it
into two years. I just didn’t want
to wait around.
Any time we are quiet in The Print
Centre, I’ll take a bit of time to do
my own work.
Can the NVQ Level 3 lead to
further qualifications?

IT’S NOT JUST SIR ALAN THAT NEEDS AN

APPRENTICE
Apprenticeships allow
universities to make use of
the substantial investments
in training that they are
already paying through the
Government’s Apprenticeship
Levy. They can also produce
fantastic employees.
We get the low-down
from Nadia Smith, Apprentice
Print Administrator, and Ian
Wilcox, Design and Printing
Services Manager, at the
University of Southampton.

Yes, Level 3 is like A Level, but
Level 5 is more like a foundation
degree – Ian has one of those
that he did through the BPIF at
Solent in the 80s.
There’s also an NVQ 7 which is
like a Masters qualification.
Do the BPIF deal with you

How did you become aware of

What’s the title of your

directly or through Ian?

the apprenticeship opportunity?

apprenticeship and what does

Ian told me about it. I’d done
work experience in the Print
Centre while I was at school
and then some temping as
part-time administrator. The
apprenticeship sounded like a
great idea – so I just went for it.

it entail?

They deal with me and give Ian
quarterly feedback from their
side and ask his opinion on how
I’m achieving.

My Dad works there and he
enjoys it, so there’s a family
connection.

I work in the Client Hub which
is a bit like a sales office. I deal
with students, staff and people
from outside of the University –
whoever walks through the door
or picks up the phone. I listen
to what they want and talk them
through the options – materials,
that kind of thing.

I was working in retail and a
role at the University felt more
permanent and more varied.
I think of myself as a people
person. The apprenticeship
offered paid work, while studying
for an internationally-recognised
qualification and still engaging
with people.

It’s an NVQ Level 3 in Print
Administration.
It covers a broad spectrum from
front-of-house client liaison, to
estimating and job approval.

What kind of written work
is involved?
I’ve just done a report on Health
& Safety in the workplace.
While I’m based in the office, I
do spend time in the busy print
production unit where I can talk
to anyone about their role and
what they’re doing.
The next topic is understanding
and specifying materials like
cut-sheet papers and materials
on rolls. Ian is getting reps from
paper merchants to come in to
explain their ranges and to go

through technical details like
grain, weights, what will crack
and won’t, and so on.
Are you apprenticed to a
particular member of staff?
Not formally, but I do most of
my work with my Dad. He’s an
experienced print estimator.
Do you create design and print
estimates and what system
do you use?
I don’t estimate on design. We
have a design team within our
wider department so I pass
those enquiries on.
I produce my own print estimates
using our MIS Accura, from
small jobs like business cards,
posters and flyers to larger jobs
like multi-page booklets. I’ve had
training and I’m getting pretty
good at guessing when prices
seem about right. I’m delving
further into specifics such as
folding, creasing and laminating
all the time.
At the moment, while I’m
learning, if a client comes
in wanting to talk about
complicated large format,
like hoardings, I’d involve
experienced members of the
team. An important part of my
role in the Client Hub is listening
and pointing clients in the right
direction.

I produce my own
print estimates using
our MIS Accura, from
small jobs like business
cards, posters and
flyers to larger jobs like
multi-page booklets.
I’ve had training and
I’m getting pretty good
at guessing when prices
seem about right.

I’m gaining background
knowledge and becoming
more confident talking about
their projects. It’s nice to offer
solutions where I can.
What skills have you developed?
Being customer-facing, I’ve
gained more experience dealing
with people, but I’ve also learned
about teamwork. We have so

 Nadia Smith
Apprentice Print
Administrator
 Nadia and Ian trying
not to look too cold
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MAKE USE OF THE FUNDS YOUR
UNIVERSITY IS PAYING INTO THE

APPRENTICESHIP LEVY
The average age of the print workforce is 48 years old and the training
and development of skilled young employees is essential for the future
of the trade and your success. Apprenticeships (like those provided
by the BPIF) could remove the training burden from your department
as well as make use of the substantial funds that your institution is
already paying into the Government’s Apprenticeship Levy.

Apprenticeships give young people a really
positive start and allow the University to make
use of the investment in training we’ve already
paid through the Apprenticeship Levy

 Ian, a strong advocate
of apprenticeships,
pictured leaning on The
Print Centre’s Colorado
with their Arizona flatbed
in the background. The
kind of equipment that
Nadia is learning about.

many aspects to our department
it’s important to pull together for
things to run smoothly.
Are you being cross-trained?
I’ve worked in our copy area,
using a small guillotine, stapling,
binding… that kind of thing. I’ve
also appeared in our time-lapse
video of inserting – when I was
filmed walking round a bench
stuffing eight different things into
each envelope.
A few questions for Ian:
What are the benefits for you
of an apprentice over a
regular junior position?

 Graeme, Production
Manager, and
Stuart, Print Finisher in
the busy production unit
where Nadia spends some
of her time.

The emphasis isn’t on us to
provide all of the training. I’m
always asking Nadia if she needs
help, but extended and thorough
education is provided by the
BPIF. They charge, but their fees
are funded from a Digital Levy
that the University has already
paid to the Government. So,
while an apprentice, The Print
Centre only pays a percentage of
Nadia’s whole wage (60% in the
first year – increasing annually).

Will the apprenticeship lead
to a guaranteed job?
It will. To access the Digital
Levy a prerequisite is that you
guarantee to employ the person
for a minimum of two years once
they are fully trained. The role
simply switches from apprentice
to regular employee. There’s
also a commitment that the
apprentice stays on to work for
you for at least six months.
Was there much paperwork
involved for the Print Centre?

The Print Administration Apprenticeship
Nadia is part of
Designed to provide candidates with a basic grounding needed in
the following roles: print administrator, office clerk, print estimator,
account manager or production coordinator.

 Nadia Smith

On successful completion, candidates will gain an internationally
recognised qualification that guarantees that they have the skills,
knowledge and abilities required to carry out their role successfully.
• Ensure your own actions
reduce risks to health and
safety in the workplace

• Control production

• Improve individual and
organisational performance

• Service customer accounts

There was initially, but that
was internal – as very few, if
any, departments make use of
the training the University has
already paid. Once that was
sorted the BPIF have taken care
of the rest.

• Send and receive digital files

Apprenticeships give young
people a really positive start
and allow the University to make
use of the investment in training
we’ve already paid through the
Apprenticeship Levy 

• Agree job specification
and prepare production
schedules

• Spreadsheet software
• Produce estimates from
customer requirements
• Prepare job cost information
and produce invoices

• Purchase materials and
services for production
• Review print production costs
and prepare invoices
• Choose supplies and
suppliers for your business
• Understanding internal and
external supply chains
• Database software
• Monitor organisational quality
systems in printing

• Understanding of the
Company Standard Operating
Procedures and how to
develop them
• Produce print estimates
from price lists
• Handling objections,
negotiating and closing sales
• Maintain and archive
print records
• Meeting customers’ aftersales needs
• Preparing and delivering
a sales presentation
• Pre-flight digital files

For more information about BPIF apprenticeships contact:
Ceri Priddle, Senior Training Administrator
01676 526039 | ceri.priddle@bpif.org.uk
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TELLING STORIES AT

READING
We chat to Dene Fletcher, Print & Production Manager,
and Andy Ray, Art Director at the University of Reading,
about how Creative & Print Services work – from how the
designers take briefs, to print buying, new equipment, plans
for a bespoke MIS and plans for the future.

What is the structure of the CPS team
and how many staff do you have?
Creative & Print Services (CPS) is part
of the University of Reading’s Marketing
Communication and Engagement
group. It is a multi-faceted model –
combining the key attributes of an
agency, print production company and a
print management organisation. It also
includes services for photography and
video production.

 Personalisation
and special white,
one pass on the Ricoh.
 James Mutton and
Ali Wilkinson sharing
design ideas.
 Production office
staff: Fiona Burt,
Simon Parr, Fran Ayling
and Dene Fletcher.

The Creative Team of nine, including a
photographer and a videographer, is
managed by Art Director, Andy Ray.
The Print Production and Buying Team
is managed by Dene Fletcher, Print &
Production Manager, and comprises
four production staff, one administrator
and an assistant production manager.

The combined departments run a cost
recovery model where all work is charged
onto the commissioners; similar to using
an external supplier model, but with
prices benchmarked to match or better
market rates.
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at a glance

20,000+
4,050
seventeen
one
four
three
351
students at UoR

staff at UoR

staff in CPS

campus print facility

digital machines

large format machines

MFDs and printers in the UoR
fleet (managed by IT not CPS)

bespoke

system in development for MIS
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What services do you offer?
CPS produces the majority of
the marketing collateral and
operational print across the
University from design through
to print and delivery.
The print team also offers
a poster printing service for
students and staff. As well
as producing all exams and
document production including
various binding options.
Large format and signage
are a growing area for us and
we have upscaled our equipment
to deliver on this.
The creative team is becoming
more and more involved in digital
solutions and the majority of
our designers have undertaken
advanced training to that effect.
Our in-house online capabilities
have grown immensely over the
past 18 months.
We do some work for external
customers but we do not actively
go out looking for this as we are

kept so busy by the University.
But having said that we know
this is an area we could explore
further in the future.
How do you take design briefs?
All jobs are logged centrally
through email or web form. This
generates a new business list
which is then allocated to the
relevant creatives at a daily ‘new
job’ meeting.
Our internal marketing team has
a number of dedicated business
partners who liaise very closely
between schools, departments
and the CPS team to create
briefs and deliver all manner of
different collateral. We also work
in partnership with the central
marketing team to deliver endto-end marketing for events such
as Open Days, UCAS Fairs and
Welcome Weeks.
On top of this, we receive
many other projects from
departments, societies, clubs
and organisations from every
walk of University life.

What’s the biggest day-to-day
challenge for the Creatives?
Like any creative organisation,
we go to the wire every now
and then; having to deal
with late copy, complicated
approval processes and moving
goalposts, but that’s all part
of our business and, sometimes,
all part of the fun.
One notable event was a request
for a report for an international
meeting. As a team, we wrote,
designed and printed a perfect
bound A4 24pp brochure and
delivered it all within 36 hours!

our photographic image bank
as we strive to capture more
challenging rather than expected
imagery.
Video is of paramount
importance to us, being the
instant medium that it is. In
days of old, video was there for
lectures and events, but now it
is the most instant engagement
tool in our armoury. It’s no
coincidence that this year sees
our first use of electronic screens
at UCAS fairs and they’ll certainly
become a big feature at Open
Days and other events in the
very near future.

The creative team
is becoming more
and more involved
in digital solutions
and the majority of
our designers have
undertaken advanced
training to that effect.

Have you seen growth in
Photography and Video?
Photography has been included
in the CPS portfolio for some
time. It has been central in our
drive to deliver more imagebased solutions such as the
Brand Storytelling brochures with
which we were delighted to win
the design award at ACPME last
year. We are at present re-visiting

 James and Ali
discussing ideas.
 Carl Frederik
Wigernes working on a
StudyAbroad campaign.
 Most of the Design
Team, Hannah Milway,
Christopher Bellis,
Ali Wilkinson,
Hannah Tollett,
Carl Frederik Wigernes
and James Mutton.
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Do you have plans to expand the
Creative Team and its offering?
Nobody knows what the future
will bring, but we are already
getting more involved in digital
work, websites and social media.
The University has historically
used a number of external
agencies for certain projects
and the more we can provide
solutions for these in-house,
the bigger the savings for the
University will be. We all dream of
being self-sufficient but, in truth,
we’re not quite there yet.
What’s been the biggest
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We have print and cut capability
with a Mimaki CJV150-130,
this has led to us doing more
in-house print and installations.
Only last week we dressed
nine windows of a little noticed
University bar with contravision
graphics.
Our ethos is to drive as much
production to our own equipment
as possible. Anything too big
is purchased externally but is
proofed in-house before being
placed. The print team manage
both internal and external
production and installation
across the campus.

growth area in in-house

What MIS do you have and do you

print production?

have an online shop or portal?

The last few years have seen
significant investment in print
across all our specialisms.

At the moment we use a legacy
Filemaker system for booking
and billing jobs with an Optimus
system for print quotes. The link
between the two is a manual
process and not ideal.

The Ricoh presses have delivered
higher quality and greater on the
floor capability which enabled
us to do more in-house and
reduce our external spend. Other
investments in new folding and
binding machinery have again
increased our productivity and
profitability.
Large format has seen our
biggest growth in capability
recently. Our old HP was replaced
with a Canon Pro 6000s which
takes sheet as well as roll and
is cheaper to run. We have been
doing more signage across the
campus and have also invested
in a new material cutter and a
laminating/mounting table. This
means Estates & Facilities can
remove signs in the morning,
which we redress and they are
able to install back the same day.

 Dene and
Neale Smith tweaking
some print settings.

After looking at many
alternatives, including rolling
out Optimus, we have recently
started a project to rebuild from
the ground up – our own bespoke
system that will do everything in
one place. The latest Filemaker
software is being developed to
quote and manage all aspects
of our production processes
through to billing. With its web
integration options, we are
looking to take our enquiry
forms online so our clients are
automatically booking their
own jobs. We aim to have an
integrated web to print solution
for managing simple requests
such as business cards and
posters up and running soon.
 Wi
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Do you do all the University’s

What’s next for print?

print buying?

We realise that print is just one
part of a modern multi-platform
marketing mix. The education
sector has been slow on the
uptake as far as many print
innovations are concerned.
We believe a more direct and
personalised approach will
engage with our audiences more
successfully. Print isn’t a one
trick pony, like any product or
service we need print to keep
pace with today’s demands for
instant connections and personal
communication.

We do most of the print buying
for the University of Reading
which includes Henley Business
School. One frustration is some
projects are ring fenced so we
don’t have total control. This is
a diminishing list as we continue
to improve our service offerings
and savings.
 Simon and
Russ Turley testing
a new material for
tension banners.

Our model is similar to other
Universities and, dare I say,
commercial Print Management
Companies; we have our own
framework of suppliers covering
all the required specialisms,
we secure three quotes and
then buy accordingly.
We also have the option to
switch jobs to internal
production, matching external
prices where we have the time
and the added value works for
us. Keeping more in-house helps
us to maximise the return on the
CPS print investment.

To this end, we hope to enhance
our offering by utilising some of
the more advanced features of
our digital presses, by linking
these up to other marketing
channels it’ll only add to our
creativity.
We also want to continue our
development of large format and
signage to improve our portfolio
of products, perhaps with the
addition of a UV press.
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MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU ALL AT CARDEN PARK 2–5 JUNE
PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER
Do you still offer placements
for undergraduate students?
For many years now CPS
has offered work experience
in the form of month-long
placements for students from
the Department of Typography &
Graphic Communication.
During this time they are
immersed in our design team,
learning new skills and working
on live projects under the
supervision of senior designers.
This includes managing the jobs
on our systems and liaising with
clients just like the rest of us.
They then spend time with our
print team, learning how the
projects they’ve worked on are
turned into finished printed
products and invariably keep a
few copies for their portfolios.
Typography also run a ‘Real Jobs
Scheme’ where students offer
their design services to real
customers to gain experience.
This is managed by Typography

themselves, but CPS offers every
support and produces the jobs
within our print unit.
How does CPS work within
Marketing, Communications
& Engagement (MCE)?
Pretty well, we think. All great
agencies are built on trust
between departments and
working our agency model across
the board, we are no different.
We try our hardest to deliver ‘on
brief, on budget and on time’ and
never let anyone down.
CPS is an integral part of
MCE where matrix working
principles remove traditional silo
working and vertical reporting
lines, this means we are part
of cross-functional teams with
shared accountability and
responsibility for delivery.
We also like to get involved in
projects early, it allows us to
take a more creative approach to
workaday problems and produce
more compelling solutions.

What’s next for CPS and
the University of Reading?
In short, a more relevant
approach.
Our aim is to connect faster with
our potential students, current
students and staff; with creative
work delivered in relevant,
challenging and accessible
ways. We want to have the right
conversations in the right places
at exactly the right times.

Add extra personalisation
services to your offering
with Flat Bed Foil Printer

The Higher Education
marketplace is changing
dramatically as well as very
quickly and we need to be agile
enough to capitalise on that
change 

Endless possibilities
with one machine

Soft Cover

High-quality standard and custom
covers for all kinds of applications

Soft Cover,
Full Colour

Peleman Industries Ltd.
) 01403 321 900
 info.uk@peleman.com
 peleman.com

Hard Cover
Plus Flex Cover

Taking documents from ordinary to extraordinary
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A D V E R T O R I A L

MAKE IT PERSONAL

PERSONAL
GWNEUD YN
BERSONOL

numbers

UK PRINT INDUSTRY

With thanks to Charles Jarrold, CEO of BPIF for permission to reproduce this information

The large format printing industry is growing
exponentially – with new products and techniques
developed and launched every week. This pace
of change creates a skills gap that the Antalis
Academy is focused on addressing, offering
a number of courses to help individuals and
businesses approach this challenge.
One of the most popular courses
on offer is Digital Wallcoverings,
which covers all aspects of
application as well as practical
hints and tips.
The Antalis Academy has a
history of supporting ACPME
members, which has recently
seen the opportunity for
members to hold the workshop
on their site.
The University of South Wales
reached out to Antalis and a full
day’s training at their campus
was laid on for six of their staff.
The sessions start with the
theory behind the products
available, tools required and
preparation needed. Pasting the
wall, pasting to paper, prepasted, overlap and splice, buttjoint and the pros and cons of
each were covered – giving the
team a solid ground in all things
wallcovering…

After the theory, practical
application come to the fore.
The groups apply wallpaper to
straight forward MDF boards
with some tricky plug sockets
and rosettes to cut around, whilst
learning all about the overlap,
splice and butt joint required for
a seamless installation. Once
they’ve mastered this – the
Antalis Academy tutor lets them
loose on their own walls!
Most Antalis Academy courses
take place at their dedicated site
in Leicestershire, details of which
can be found online, but
increasingly customers like
members of the ACPME are
asking the firm to bring their show
on the road. The benefits are that
techniques practiced in the
afternoon can be used as a live
job on your site – giving a facelift
to a space as pictured in the
Printroom at the University of
South Wales that hosted this
workshop.

WORLD’S FIFTH

LARGEST PRODUCER OF PRINTED PRODUCTS

£13.8 BILLION
TURNOVER

116,000
EMPLOYEES

For information on how to book
on to an Antalis Academy
course, or to get in touch with
running a workshop at your
premises, contact:
Antalis-Academy@antalis.co.uk
– ACPME members receive a
discount on all booked courses.

8,400

COMPANIES

Print is largely produced using sustainable
materials. It is predominantly paperbased, 80% of which is sourced from
European forests - which are growing
by over 1,500 football pitches every day!
Printing companies are at the forefront
of improvements in environmental
LARGEST PRODUCER OF PRINTE
performance in manufacturing, with high
levels of take-up for both the ISO 14001
environmental management standard
TURNOVER
and for FSC and PEFC chain of custody
accreditations.

WORLD’S FIFTH

£13.8 BILL

116,00

Print is highly effective. It provides the
means to communicate ‘messages’ easily,
EMPLOYEES
quickly and cheaply.
Print has impact. It is creative, it engages,
it is versatile and it is persuasive.

8,400

COMPANIE

Print has longevity and authority. It is
tactile and offers a ‘real world’ experience.
It has a unique ability to grab and hold
people’s attention. In fact no other media
GROSS VALU
channel can offer this combination of
qualities.

£5.8 BI

£5.8 BILLION
GROSS VALUE ADDED

£700 MILL

£700 MILLION
P.A. CAPITAL INVESTMENT

£775 MILLION

POSITIVE TRADE BALANCE IN 2016

Print is an important vehicle for
P.A. CAPITAL INVEST
advertising, education, entertainment
and information. It serves all parts of the
UK economy - including central and local
POSITIVE
government, financial
services, TRADE
retailing,BALANCE IN
distribution, travel and tourism and
manufacturing industries.

£775 MILLION

Print is an advanced manufacturing sector.
It utilises cutting edge information and
production technologies.

 Six members of staff
from the University of
South Wales undertake
Digital Wallcoverings
training on campus.

Print can be interactive and integrated. The
use of Augmented Reality and Near-Field
Communications offers the opportunity
to increase the engagement between
consumers and brands and enhance the
effectiveness of marketing campaigns.
Source: Two Sides, www.twosides.info
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE

REGIONAL UK PRINTING

VALUE ADDED IN PRINT

WITH A TURNOVER OF £13.8 BILLION,
GROSS VALUE ADDED OF £5.8 BILLION
AND EMPLOYING AROUND 116,000
PEOPLE IN 8,400 COMPANIES, THE UK
PRINTING SECTOR IS AN IMPORTANT
ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTOR AND
EMPLOYER IN ALL UK REGIONS.

UK PRINTING – 2016

PRINTING ADDS RELATIVELY MORE
VALUE THAN ANY OTHER
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY.

Companies, Employment, Turnover.

WHY PRINT MEDIA?
ADD PRINT, ADD POWER

Print is the ideal marketing medium: it’s available
in both large and small numbers, can be accessed
easily, and is engaging, versatile and creative. Each
type of print media has its own unique quality and role.
Newspapers become part of their readers’ day as they
educate and inform with credibility and trust; consumer
and customer magazines create engagement through
entertaining content; direct mail uses its ability to gain
access to people’s homes and lives to deliver a targeted
sales message; door drops have an enviable reach and
ROI and catalogues provide inspiration for customers
before leading them online to make the purchase. On
their own, each channel fulfils a vital marketing role.
When combined with other media, they are a highly
effective force for any campaign, for any brand.

GVA (GROSS ADDED VALUE) AS A % OF TURNOVER
Printing
Fabricated metal products
Repair and installation of machinery

The UK is the fifth largest producer of printed products in the
world; printed matter contributed £775 million to the UK’s
balance of trade in 2016.

Computer, electronic and optical products
Wood and wood products
Furniture

THE UK IS THE FIFTH LARGEST PRINTING COUNTRY
IN THE WORLD

Textiles

Source: Print Power, www.printpower.eu

Rubber and plastic products

PRINT DELIVERS GREATEST RETURN
ON ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE

Pharmaceuticals

USA

New research from Nielsen Catalina Solutions (NCS) has
established benchmarks that detail the expected return
on ad spend based on media type.Return on advertising
spend (ROAS) measures the incremental sales lift driven
by the advertising for the amount that was spent on the
ads. This factors in the economics of the media. Unlike
ROI, which accounts for margin, it’s a pure advertising
metric. Since the price of media is central to measuring
ROAS, media cost has an impact on the results, and the
impact varies greatly across medium. Looking at all
studies across measured media types and categories;

Leather and related products

China

Electrical equipment
UK Business Economy

Japan

Manufacturing

Germany

Paper and paper products
Wearing apparel

UK

Chemicals and chemical products

France
India
Italy
Mexico

 North East
Companies: 243
Employment: 4,980
Turnover*: 753,725

 East
Companies: 988
Employment: 13,718
Turnover*: 1,633,662

 England
Companies: 7,532
Employment: 103,694
Turnover*: 12,405,965

 North West
Companies: 836
Employment: 12,657
Turnover*: 1,430,420

 London
Companies: 1,223
Employment: 12,428
Turnover*: 1,588,435

 Scotland
Companies: 408
Employment: 5,505
Turnover*: 553,931

Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
Food products

ROAS INDEX – EVERY £100 SENT ON MAGAZINE ADS
DELIVERS EXTRA SALES OF £394*

Basic metals
Coke and refined petroleum products

Display
0

South Korea
Canada
Brazil
0

50

100

Value of printing output $bn
Source: Smithers Pira - data for 2016,
www.smitherspira.com/industry-market-reports

150

200

 Yorkshire & The Humber
Companies: 747
Employment: 14,537
Turnover*: 1,743,552

 South East
Companies: 1,295
Employment: 15,123
Turnover*: 1,827,016

 Wales
Companies: 307
Employment: 4,601
Turnover*: 578,206

 East Midlands
Companies: 748
Employment: 12,159
Turnover*: 1,441,681

 South West
Companies: 763
Employment: 9,904
Turnover*: 1,097,323

 Northern Ireland
Companies: 154
Employment: 2,145
Turnover*: 261,760

 West250
Midlands
Companies: 689
Employment: 8,188
Turnover*: 890,151

 UK
Companies: 8,401
Employment: 115,945
Turnover*: 13,799,862

Source: BPIF Research analysis of ONS data for 2016
*Turnover shown is £000s

10

20

30

40

Linear TV

Gross Value Added (GVA) represents the amount that
individual businesses, industries or sectors contribute to the
economy. It is the difference between the value of goods and
services produced by businesses (output), and the cost of raw
materials and other inputs which are used up in production
of those goods and services (intermediate consumption).
Here, GVA is what the industry adds in value by its activities –
essentially its direct contribution to the UK economy. GVA as
a % of turnover is calculated to show the performance of each
sector, relative to its size.
Source: ONS, Annual Business Survey - November 2016

Mobile
Digital Video
Magazines
£0

£50

£100 £150 £200 £250 £300 £350

Source: Nielsen Catalina Solutions, Multi-Media Sales Effect
Studies from 2004 – 2015
*Original research was reported in US Dollars
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PRINT IS SUSTAINABLE
Unlike TV or digital, print conjures up a number of
preconceptions powered by a series of myths about
the use of paper. Consumer demands, Corporate
Social Responsibility programmes and the constantly
developing area of legal compliance all put sustainability
firmly in the spotlight. The creation of print can be split
into three stages: paper, printing and consumption.
For each point along this journey, there are a large
number of processes, assessments and safeguards that
significantly reduce the environmental impact of print.

PAPER
The production of the raw material for print media –
paper - is perhaps the most obvious and emotive area
for environmental concern. But while it’s assumed
that making paper destroys forests, the opposite is
true: Between 2005 and 2015 European forests grew
by 44,000 square kilometres – that’s an area bigger
than Switzerland! Forests used in the paper-making
industry are also well managed and sustainable, with
certification schemes such as the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) and the Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification (PEFC) ensuring that paper
comes from sustainable forest sources.
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PRODUCTS BY SECTOR

AGM & ELECTIONS

THE VAST MAJORITY OF PRINTED
PRODUCTS HAVE AN IMPACT ON
MARKETING.
The relationship is vital – not just for the directly related pointof-sale, direct mail and poster advertising material but also in
the channels provided through newspapers, magazines and
brochures; brand identity on printed packaging and labels;
and, even the additional programme and ticket marketing
collateral surrounding events.

TURNOVER SHARE BY PRODUCT SECTOR – MARKETING
IS IMPORTANT WITH A SIGNIFICANT DIRECT AND
INDIRECT IMPACT
11%
32%
11%

PRINTING
The printing process is constantly becoming more
environment-friendly, refining its materials and processes
to reduce its impact. One of the major ways printers do
this is through ‘environmental printing’, a commitment
whereby they strive to reduce their carbon footprint
across the entire company. This is done through the use
of vegetable-based inks, recycling cleaning solvents and
waste, sourcing paper from sustainable and well-managed
forests, and offsetting any remaining carbon emissions.

Paper is one of the world’s most recycled materials – far
more than plastics or glass - and is one of the few materials
that’s able to be completely recycled. The European
recycling rate for paper continues to lead the world; it
reached 72% in 2015. There’s understandably a consumer
concern about the waste of paper, but studies are emerging
about the environmental impact of digital media compared
to print. Indeed, a report by the Swedish Royal Institute for
Technology stated that reading a newspaper can consume
20% less carbon than viewing the news online.
Source: Two Sides, www.twosides.info

9 AM TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2019
All ACPME Directors retire in accordance with the Articles of Association at the AGM which
will be held on Tuesday 4 June at 9am at the Annual Conference in Carden Park. Anybody
considering stepping up and wants to know more can talk to one of the officers if they would
like to stand. Contact details on Page 44.
Step up and shape ACPME

How does it work?

What does it cost?

If you’re looking to give back,
to boost the longevity of ACPME
or to effect positive change
consider stepping up.

As a Director of the ACPME
Board you’ll be requested to
attend three two-day meetings
during the year, plus play a role
in our Annual Conference.

Being a Director only costs your
time. Reasonable travel and
expenses are covered by the
Association.

Board service gives you a voice
to shape the Association’s
mission. You’ll have more of a
say regarding ACPME’s policies
and practices.

20%

21%
5%

CONSUMPTION

NOTICE OF

 Advertising literature, business stationery, event
programmes, tickets etc.
 Newspapers, magazines, books, brochures etc.
 Security printing
 Printed packaging (cartons and labels)
 Printing onto non-paper/board
 Other printing
Source: BPIF Research analysis of ONS PRODCOM data for 2015

It’s not scary. There are different
roles on the ACPME Board –
including Officer posts and
holding the reins as a Chair.
As you attend Board meetings,
you’ll learn protocol and how
to run them, which will help
you if you rise to Vice Chair or
Chair. These skills will help you
feel more comfortable in senior
management meetings back
at the ranch.

The Board meetings are a
chance to plan all ACPME
activities, to monitor finances
and to define the Association’s
strategy.
The location of each meeting
varies, with the meeting
in November providing an
opportunity to test a venue
and facilities that have been
suggested for the Annual
Conference 18 months ahead.
Yes, you get to sample the
food and wine!
You can also get involved with
organising the ACPME Creative
and Print Awards and producing
materials for the conferences.

Give it a go!
Put simply, we can’t
continue without you.
Anyone wanting to know more
can talk to one of the officers
for more information. Contact
details on Page 44.
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Amanda Gallacher, Print Services Manager, sheds light on the
University of Bristol’s in-house team – from supplying knickers
and stickers to design, Sustainable Print and plans for the future.

Print Services reports to the Estates
Division and are currently restructuring
to integrate the internal deliveries and
collections as well as external dispatch
of post from April 2019.
We are expected to provide a surplus
to the University, taking into account
salaries and running costs, while still
providing value for money. We take
work from departments, students
and external customers.

 Sam and Ben from the
design team looking over
a proof.
 Bookbinding and printing
in Old Park Hill (floor above
the current print workshop).
The photo was taken
between 1890 and 1905
before the building was
acquired by the University
of Bristol.
 Amanda Gallacher,
Print Services Manager.

All University print jobs must go through
Print Services. We work closely with
Procurement regarding print related
suppliers available through our
procurement system, educating customers
who are not aware that they should use us
in the first instance. Litho and promotional
print jobs are outsourced by us to tendered
suppliers and currently we are just starting
to work through the print specification for
our next print tender.

During our busy periods we all work
additional hours and run full shifts from
7:30am to 5pm with a few Saturday working
days. We also use one of our Estates
Assistants to help in the driving duties
(we offer a free delivery service across
the University campus and hospitals)
as well as employ an additional person to
help in the finishing and reception areas.
We can print anything from exams to
leaflets to flyers to banners. Anything we
cannot print in-house, we can outsource to
a number of trusted suppliers. Currently we
are looking for a supplier who can provide
stickers for freezers of -80 degrees. We
have managed to source cut-out branded
elephants and knickers. We always try to
say yes to our customers.
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at a glance

 Anita packing up
a completed job.
 Andrew laminating.
 Mike checking the
light box for registration.
 The team!

Future plans

Sustainable Print Policy

In March 2019 we will install the
Xerox Iridesse device which will,
in addition, offer speciality dry
toners – clear, white and silver
as well as near litho quality print
production. The previous issue
of this magazine helped us with
that decision! This will enable us
to continue to increase our colour
production and retain more print
jobs in-house as well as offering
a faster turnaround.

The Sustainable Print project
supports the removal of
personal printers and replacing
with appropriate Canon MFDs.
A catalogue of devices was
agreed enabling customers to
identify the appropriate model
to meet with their requirements,
supported by the Sustainable
Print Officer.

Our colour production has
increased by 16% year on year
for the last six years and we
want this to continue as well as
provide high quality print. The
Iridesse will allow us to use a
wider variety of paper stocks as
well as the provision of special
effects by the speciality toners –
our designers are very much up
for the challenge in changing their
design capabilities to get the
best out of the device.

It has been a very soft roll out of
moving from the 3,442 personal
printers, made up of 30 makes
and 872 models to a managed
print fleet. Much of the original
fleet was not networked and
therefore printing was difficult
to access for students and
staff across the campus. There
are now 415 MFDs supplied by
Canon including some small
group printers.

18,005
Undergraduate students

3,940

Taught Postgraduate students

2,103

Research Postgraduate students

6,943

members of staff at Bristol

17

equivalent people in Print Services

three
one

Creative Artworkers

person overseeing Sustainable
Print Policy and campus MFDs

two

main shifts, Monday to Friday,
7:30 to 15:30 and 9:00 to 17:00

colour

Xerox Versant 2100
Xerox 80 with booklet maker

mono

4 x Xerox D136 with booklet maker

wide format
Oce Colorwave 700
2 x Canon 8400

finishing

Boston Stitcher, Renz Punch,
AP2 Punch, Guillotine 5560, Duplo
Booklet Maker, Duplo Perfect Binder,
Creaser, Unifoil
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EVENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL SPRING/SUMMER 2019

Design Team
The University can currently use any designer
including us. The three Print Services designers
work closely with our Comms & Marketing
Department and the wider University creating
suites of literature which meet our University
brand as well as the message required.
We are the eyes and the ears for Comms &
Marketing, who oversee the visual identity of the
University, and when we see print jobs that do
not meet the University branding we will liaise
with Comms & Marketing as well as speak with
the customer to discuss how we can tweak or
amend the design to ensure it conforms. This
continual education does require a reasonable
amount of tact and diplomacy!

Public events and
performances from
Music, Film, Theatre,
Faculty of Arts,
University of Bristol

17/18 figures

14 million
mono impressions

2.8 million
colour impressions

572
banners

Bristol BME Success

6,758

NOW HIRING

A2+ posters

BME Success
Advocates

£1.6 million
18,842
income

Be More Empowered for Success

print jobs

304
design jobs

This is a Part-time paid
opportunity to be employed
as a Student Advocate!
www.bristol.ac.uk

Staff Welcome guide

You will work in partnership with students and staff to understand
the challenges faced by BAME students, and to co-create and
deliver a programme of activities which empower students, reflect
minority voices and raise awareness

Deadline: midnight 24th Feb 2019
Applicants must be a non-final year student at the University
of Bristol, and self-identify as BAME (Black, Asian or Minority
Ethnic) If you would like to discuss any aspect of the post or
the recruitment process contact:
Robiu Salisu - Student Inclusion Office (BAME)

Apply Here:

bit.ly/bmesuccessapp

 Sam checking the logo.
 Shirine and David discussing
a design idea.

Designed by Print Services
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Enabling activities
To support the delivery of the people strategy we need a range of enabling activities which
the Human Resources and Organisational development teams commit to deliver:

Data
•
•

Improved financial and people data and provide management
reports from the integrated HR and finance ERP system to
support leaders to manage their resources
Improved MYReview process to support the annual
performance review process

•
•
•

Improved Essential Training reporting and compliance, with
targets for improvement where needed
An equality dashboard with stretching targets that is reviewed,
refreshed and reported annually. With clear action plans where
targets are not being met
Annual reporting of the Gender Pay Gap

People
The HR/OD team will be appropriately skilled and professionally qualified to ensure a competent and able team to support
the University and the delivery of this plan and operational activities. There will be an expectation for the team to engage in
continuous professional development and to research and implement best employment practices whilst delivering excellent
customer service.
•

•

•

Professional and proactive HR Business partner teams to
support the Faculties and Divisions to plan and develop the
workforce, to ensure the size and shape of the workforce is fit
for purpose and is right for now and right for the future.
A transformed centralised Employee Services Hub that deals
with employment issues in a timely and consistent way,
providing an excellent service to our internal and external
customers
A proactive recruitment service that plans its local, national and
international campaigns as far in advance as possible

Organisational Development
•

•
•

Delivery of leadership and management development
programmes that enable staff at all levels to increase their
knowledge and confidence and lead in changing and
challenging times.
Delivery of the CREATE programme for our teaching staff that
is refreshed and renewed when needed
Supporting early career academics to develop and improve
their skills to support their career progression

Internal Communications
•
•
•
•

Development of a strong staff voice with regular listening and
discussion events that allow two way communication and
feedback up and down the organisation
Clear written communications that are shared through a team
briefing cascade system
Regular pulse surveys to check staff views on proposals
Use of social media and email

•
•
•
•

and onboards individuals appropriately in the run up to
commencement of employment
Up to date and legally complaint employment policies that are
easy to read, understand and implement
A commitment to continuously update and refresh the HR/ OD/
Health and Wellbeing websites to enable staff and leaders to
do their jobs and access appropriate support and advice.
A commitment to support Athena Swan activities in all schools
A centrally based expert Diversity and Inclusion team to
support the activities, with local expertise in every faculty and
division
The University has a clear strategy and ambition that was
developed in conjunction with staff and students and
captures the collective ambition of our University community.
Our stated vision is:

•
•

Review of our Reward and Recognition package to ensure it is
fit for purpose, agile and appropriate for the sector, market and
generational differences.
Commitment to ensuring that the HR/ OD is advising on
best practice through keeping up to date and contributing to
research so that we are always contemporary, and evidence
based in our approach.

To sustain and improve upon our world-leading reputation
for research and embrace educational innovation that will
nurture skilled adaptable and resilient graduates.
To support the vision and strategy, to enable the day
to day business of the University and to deal with the
unprecedented change happening in the Higher Education
sector we need our staff fully engaged, motivated and
developed to succeed. It is essential that staff at all levels
understand what the University is striving to achieve, as well
as the regulatory framework we work within and are involved
in the decision making process. Our staff are crucial to our
success and so we commit to involve them in our journey.
This people plan builds on and develops the original
‘Our Staff and Ways of Working’ section of the
University Strategy.
The world of work is changing and so is the workforce
available to deliver our core aims. We need to future proof
our ways of working including embracing digital advances
that will help us deliver operational excellence and be fit
for the future. We are a world-class organisation with a
staff base to match, to maintain that during the lifetime of
this plan we will need to evolve our working practices and
embrace innovation.

Our People Commitments
The six commitments in this plan describe what we will do
to support the core strength of our University, our People.
Our ambition is to make the University of Bristol the choice for
staff from all over the world as well as make it the employer of
choice for local people in the City of Bristol.

Supporting the 6 commitments and the enabling activities is
a delivery plan, which will be published each year in the life
time of the plan.

Ben, one of our designers,
has freelanced for Comms &
Marketing as they only have one
designer on their team, which has
helped in building up the working
relationship with the team. On
a bi-monthly basis we meet with
Comms & Marketing to discuss
current projects, print jobs and
problem-solving any issues.
In conjunction with Comms
& Marketing we are about to
commence a design supplier
framework exercise to ensure
that we have a list of suppliers
with full knowledge of the
University branding. Of course
we would still want them to use
us first and will push this on any
literature and policy supporting it.

To ensure that we receive a full
brief, the designers have put
together a briefing document for
our customer to complete. This
ensures that the customer has
clarified any specifics required
– faculty or department colours
etc. The team also retains faculty
designed documentation to show
and discuss with customers to
ensure that faculty/school suites
are maintained.
We charge £40 per hour and
will quote at the beginning of
a job including two rounds of
amends. This works for the
majority of jobs but when we
feel that the job is becoming
more complicated we will
have a further conversation
regarding costs.

The design team manage
their own workload and look at
their particular strengths when
allocating work. All work is peer
reviewed with constructive
comments to help with the
final outcome. The team works
closely with the print team
to ensure what they design
can be produced. This could
be looking at different print
finishes or stocks available as
well as checking out the most
appropriate printer. We try to
offer a seamless service so that
the customers do not have
to do the running about 
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A big THANK YOU from Brighton for hosting
the 2nd Skyline Day!
It just goes to show that as a group we are much
stronger… …onwards and upwards!

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

WEB-TO-PRINT DAY
EPITOMISES ACPME STRENGTH

Lorna Mckanna-Maulkin,
Print Services Manager,
University of Brighton

Another great get-together and I’m sure we all
took something away from the day. I really enjoyed
having a good nosey around your print room too.
It was good to see the steps taken on colour
management so far by ePrint too, and the plans
to look at an app to track deliveries is of great
interest too.
Thanks again, and fingers-crossed we can get
up to Glasgow for the next one.
Chris Jones, Admistrator/Estimator,
University of Wolverhampton

If I’ve ever been to an ACPME event that
demonstrates the power of members
combining to mutual benefit this was it.
Time well spent for all, with demonstrable
results and plans to move forward.

Following on from the University of Brighton’s
successful Skyline (from ePrint) user day in
November, ACPME members gathered again in
March. Amanda Gallacher’s team at the University
of Bristol played host with friends travelling from
the University of Bath, the University of Brighton,
the University of Glasgow, UWE Bristol and the
University of Wolverhampton.
In November, user feedback had given ePrint ideas
to explore. They returned to share how they had
interpreted members’ combined requirements for
software development. Working examples were
presented (to a few Hallelujahs) and in an open
and positive discussion feedback was encouraged
– where members used each other’s experiences
and knowledge to agree for further refinement and
requirements.
This format suited both the members and the
suppliers. Teams are going to gain features
that will save vast amounts of time, cost and
headaches that they may not have received,
or known what to specify, if they’d asked for
development in isolation. The supplier had
to respond to group pressure. They did so
pragmatically presenting options, taking
collective comments on-board and agreeing to
further development. Win, win.

Have we interpreted what you all wanted correctly?
Is this too much information or not enough? What
of this information do you want your users to see?
Were just a few of the questions that were posed
and answered.
The productive day included a tour of the University
of Bristol’s facilities and networking opportunity.
ACPME members really do fare better together.
At only £160 a year ACPME membership is
fantastic value for money – saving institutions
weeks of wasted time, boosting productivity,
engaging staff and saving very significant sums
of money.
Contact admin@acpme.ac.uk or visit
www.acpme.ac.uk to find out more.

Yes, big thanks from Glasgow. Great day,
was well worth the 4am wake up!
Thanks also to ePrint for the great work
on the colour analysis.
Alison Maclean,
Graphics & Pre-press,
University of Glasgow
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE/FE sector.
Ensure our readers
are best informed
about your company’s
hottest products and
latest news…
The next issue
will be published
in July 2019.
Booking deadline:
14 June 2019.
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk
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DATES FOR YOUR

DIARY
Executive Committee meetings

Your Board will be meeting on
20 & 21 August 2019. If you have
any topics you would like discussed
or suggestions, please send them to
Alison for inclusion at the meeting:
a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
Scottish ACPME meetings
The date and venue of the next meeting
is to be confirmed. Watch out for the
emails. All ACPME members are welcome.
For details contact Martin:
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team is working on…?
Give Darren a holler:
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

KNOW US, LIKE US

FOLLOW US
Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to be involved:

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

2019 ACPME Annual Conference
Carden Park, Cheshire
‘Blueprints for Creativity’
2–5 June 2019
Enjoyed Norwich and can’t wait for
more or are thinking of attending our
conference for the first time? Whichever
way – book early to avoid disappointment.
Special Interest Group meetings
Web-to-print – the University of Glasgow
October 2019 (date tbc)
Raymond and his team will be hosting
a Skyline Special Interest Day.
Please get in touch if you’d like to attend:
Raymond.Dickson@glasgow.ac.uk
Developing your in-house creative design
team – Loughborough University
Autumn 2019 (date tbc)
Whether you’re a hands-on designer
or leading an in-house creative design
team, how do you increase the influence
of your work? This Special Interest Group
will explore the importance of advocacy
in developing an internal creative
powerhouse capable of rivalling
external agencies.
Paul Atkins, Design Team Leader
at Creative and Print Services,

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CHAIR SIMON HAMPTON-MATTHEWS

JUSTIN GOUGH

University of the West of England

Birmingham City University

0117 328 4673

0121 331 7758

simon.hampton-matthews@uwe.ac.uk

justin.gough@bcu.ac.uk

VICE CHAIR JANINE BARRACLOUGH

IAN HICKMAN

University of Sheffield

University of Leicester

0114 222 4007

0116 223 1515

j.l.barraclough@sheffield.ac.uk

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

SECRETARY ALISON FREER

STEPHEN MCCANN

Loughborough University

University of Glasgow

01509 222190

0141 330 8873

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

Some costs will be covered by ACPME.
This could include third-party
specialist training.

TREASURER STEVE REDDING

LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN

SOAS, University of London

University of Brighton

020 7898 4066

01273 642790

If you have an idea for a SIG meeting and/
or would like to host an event please
email Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

sr54@SOAS.AC.UK

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

ACPME SCOTTISH CHAIR
MARTIN PARKER

IAN WILCOX

Robert Gordon University

023 8033 4645

01224 262942

i.wilcox@soton.ac.uk

Loughborough University will be
leading this SIG, which will include
presentations, group discussion
and an opportunity to speak to other
graphic and digital designers.
To find out more contact Paul:
P.A.Atkins@lboro.ac.uk
Pick up the baton and give hosting
a SIG a go – you just need to be prepared
to table a discussion or present briefly on
any aspect of design, photography, video
or print.
It will showcase your university and get
you known to the group.

Trade events
Why not join us at one of these trade
shows. Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet up for
a chat and a coffee.
The Print Show
www.theprintshow.co.uk
17–19 September 2019
Birmingham
Your opportunity to travel
Every year, ACPME sends a member to
ACUP’s conference and another member
to NIPPA’s conference. If you’d like to
travel and are keen to represent our
network overseas in 2019, email Simon:
chair@acpme.ac.uk
To discover more about our partner
associations overseas visit:
www.acup-edu.org
and
www.nippa.com.au

University of Southampton

m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

Administrator / conference organiser

Communications officer

JENNIE MORT

DARREN LEWIS

admin@acpme.ac.uk

comms@acpme.ac.uk

01527 893675

07872 417028

The Association of Creative and Print Managers in Education, a not for profit private company,
limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales number 10244428.
Registered address: Seven Elms, Dark Lane, Astwood Bank, Redditch, Worcestershire B96 6HB
Disclaimer This Association and magazine are fully independent and not affiliated in any way with companies or products
mentioned herein. All text and layout is copyright of ACPME Ltd. Nothing may be reproduced in whole or part without written
permission of ACPME Ltd. All copyrights are recognised and used specifically for the purpose of advertorial content.
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